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Waltz Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

1. What is the original version of waltz?

Vienna Waltz

American Waltz

Polish Waltz

2. How many beats are there in a bar of a waltz?

8

3

5

3. What does the word "waltz" mean?

Roll, turn, or glide

Rotate, elegance

Float, twirl, and lift

4. What type of dance is the Waltz often referred to? 

Hip hop

Modern dance

Ballroom dance

5. Which of the following statements is TRUE?

The waltz evolved from folk dances in Austria and Germany in the mid-18th century.

During the time of First World War, waltz dance routines become much more relaxed.

Both statements are true.

6. Which of the following best describes the time of the waltz?

Five-Eighths

Half

Triple
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7. Who created the waltz dance?

People of Sydney

People of Vienna

People of London

8. What is the term for the position of the dancers during a waltz?

Closed

Open

Tall

9. During the Last Waltz show, Rick Danko sang the lead vocal on two songs. One was "It Makes No
Difference". What was the other number Danko sang lead vocal on?

"Stagefright"

"Up on Cripple Creek"

"The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down"

10. Who was the interviewer and director of "The Last Waltz"?

Oliver Stone

John Hughes

Martin Scorsese
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Waltz Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. What is the original version of waltz?
  Vienna Waltz
  2. How many beats are there in a bar of a waltz?
  3
  3. What does the word "waltz" mean?
  Roll, turn, or glide
  4. What type of dance is the Waltz often referred to? 
  Ballroom dance
  5. Which of the following statements is TRUE?
  Both statements are true.
  6. Which of the following best describes the time of the waltz?
  Triple
  7. Who created the waltz dance?
  People of Vienna
  8. What is the term for the position of the dancers during a waltz?
  Closed
  9. During the Last Waltz show, Rick Danko sang the lead vocal on two songs. One was "It Makes No
Difference". What was the other number Danko sang lead vocal on?
  "Stagefright"
  10. Who was the interviewer and director of "The Last Waltz"?
  Martin Scorsese
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